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1 Introduction
This report is an overview of the market for Privilege Access Management (PAM) platforms
and provides a compass to help buyers find the product that best meets their needs.
KuppingerCole examines the market segment, vendor capabilities, relative market share,
and innovative approaches to providing PAM solutions. In this special IBM Edition of the
report, we highlight Thycotic Secret Server (OEMd by IBM) which powers IBM Security Verify
Privilege Vault.
IBM’s PAM solution also offers the additional benefit of extended integration within IBM’s
larger security ecosystem – be it with managed security services, multi-factor authentication,
identity governance or threat analytics. IBM Security has worldwide market reach as the
largest enterprise cybersecurity provider, is the leader in 12 security market segments and
has more than 8000 security employees.

1.1 Highlights
















In depth ratings and reviews of 26 leading PAM products, fully updated for 2021
PAM vendors have responded well to the privilege remote access challenges of the
pandemic period with EPM and RPA capability improvements.
More vendors are now offering automation and improved UX design to reduce the
PAM admin burden and make access easier.
Several previous Challengers are now taking their place among the Leaders after a
year of significant capability additions and enhancements. The market remains highly
competitive.
A small but growing trend is for IDP and IAM vendors to put their toes in the PAM
waters, and some existing PAM vendors openly talking about Privileged Identity and
Identity Security as part of their pitch.
More general trends include the increased availability of PAMaaS, and PAM
platforms designed specifically for SMBs and cloud native deployment
Ease of Use is no longer a “nice to have” but increasingly seen as essential to cope
with the growing demands on PAM.
More use of consumer like Wizard tools to ease set up and deployment, and PAM
architecture provided out of the box
The Product Leaders are Arcon, BeyondTrust, Centrify, CyberArk, Hitachi ID, One
Identity, Senhasegura, SSH.COM, Broadcom (Symantec), Thycotic (OEMd by IBM),
WALLIX and Xton (acquired by Imprivata in July 2021).
The Innovation Leaders are Arcon, BeyondTrust, Centrify, CyberArk, Hitachi ID,
ManageEngine, Remediant, Saviynt, Senhasegura, SSH.COM, Stealthbits, Thycotic
(OEMd by IBM), WALLIX and Xton.
The Market Leaders are BeyondTrust, Centrify, CyberArk, Hitachi ID, Micro Focus,
One Identity, Saviynt, Senhasegura, Stealthbits, Broadcom (Symantec), Thycotic
(OEMd by IBM) and WALLIX
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1.2 Market Segment
Privileged Access Management (PAM) platforms are critical cybersecurity controls that
address the security risks associated with privileged access in organizations and companies.
It is reckoned that most successful cyber-attacks involve the misuse of privileged accounts.
And misuse is enabled by poor management of privileged access using old or inadequate
PAM software, policies, or in-house processes. A 2020 RSA Conference report 1 states that
potentially malicious privileged access from an unknown host accounted for 74% of all
privileged access anomaly behaviour detections. The message is clear: hackers are actively
targeting privileged accounts as the best way to get inside an organization.
While PAM platforms have been around for around 20 years, the demands of digital
transformation and wholesale structural changes to IT architecture have intensified interest in
Privileged Access Management software and applications – across all market sectors.
Vendors, both traditional and new have been responding to the demand and critical need for
advanced PAM that can meet the challenges of the modern computing era. Among key
negative activities that PAM must control are abuse of shared credentials, misuse of elevated
privileges by unauthorized users, theft of privileged credentials by cyber-criminals and abuse
of privileges on cloud infrastructure.
KuppingerCole research shows that the PAM market is responding and growing because of
these challenges and is in a vigorous period of innovation. Part of this is flexibility in
purchasing options with growth in subscription models and SaaS options, although licensing
and maintenance deals still dominate the sector. We believe that as PAM moves from a
static to a more dynamic operating model to deal with equally dynamic IT architecture; SaaS
and flexible purchasing options will become more popular with customers not wanting to be
tied into technology that is not evolving fast enough for their changing demands. For PAM
futures, flexibility will be key in purchasing, delivery, deployment and usage.

1

Vectra 2020 RSA Conference Edition of the Attacker Behaviour Industry Report and Spotlight Report on Privilege Access Analytics Report
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Figure 1 Projected market growth of global PAM market by 2023 (KuppingerCole)

Trends in the market
In the past 12 months we have seen some changes in the vendor landscape with mergers
and acquisitions affecting some of the bigger independent players, while those PAM vendors
that became part of global IT providers have seen a rebranding and refocus of their product
lines, considering trends such as PAM for DevOps and EPM. When two players join forces in
the same market there is always some uncertainty for new and existing customers as
mergers take time to bed down. In previous times we have seen vendors struggle to manage
product overlap, differing marketing strategies, and customer groups. Even those mergers
seen as symbiotic rather than simply acquisitive can pose some teething troubles for both
parties.
Another small but growing trend is for IDP and IAM vendors to put their toes in the PAM
waters, and some existing PAM vendors now openly talking about Privileged Identity and
Identity Security as part of their pitch. While Identity is increasingly taking a central role in IT
security and access management, it is too early to detect a fundamental shift in this market.
But vendors and analysts alike are looking at how Identity, Risk and Task controls may play
a central role in governing and managing Privileged Access in the future – particularly in
sprawling cloud infrastructures.
The term Zero Standing Privilege (ZSP) is also gaining traction. In short, the theory is that no
person or entity should ever hold standing privileges and all PAM be based on a Just in Time
or ephemeral footing. If it is fast enough - this could potentially be one future for PAM but
there are likely to be many organizations that continue to rely on standing privileges,
passwords, and vaults for operational and legacy reasons and would find it hard to transfer to
ZSP (and by extension, they do not trust putting passwords and vaults in the cloud).
Zero Trust is an extension of this approach, but it should be remembered that for PAM to
work efficiently, a level of trust must still be priced into operations. The future may well be a
mixture of all approaches, based around Identity and Risk to ensure that trust can be
maintained for many users and accounts. Finally micro-PAM features are starting to appear
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in Data Governance and IRM platforms and cloud providers continue to add forms of secrets
management to their offerings – but these are a sideshow currently to the concerns of this
Leadership Compass.
More general trends include the growing availability of PAMaaS, and PAM platforms
designed specifically for SMBs and cloud native deployment. Ease of Use is no longer a
“nice to have” but increasingly seen as essential to cope with the growing demands on PAM.
We are seeing more use of consumer like Wizard tools to ease set up and deployment.

1.3 Delivery Models
This Leadership Compass is focused on PAM products that are offered in on-premises
deployable form as an appliance or virtual appliance, in the cloud or as-a-service (PAMaaS)
by the vendor.

1.4 Required Capabilities
In this Leadership Compass, we focus on solutions that help organizations reduce the risks
associated with privileged access, through individual or shared accounts across on-premises
and cloud infrastructures. A core PAM solution will provide an organization with the basic
defences needed to protect privileged accounts, but the PAM market is adapting to provide
different levels of service and capabilities to meet with newer capabilities being offered.
Digital transformation and infrastructure changes mean that organizations would benefit from
many of the advanced capabilities offered as part of PAM suites from leading vendors in the
market.

Figure 2: The core capabilities of PAM should provide secure access for all digital identities and locations
(Source: KuppingerCole).
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1.4.1 Classical PAM capabilities
While the market continues to offer more capabilities to PAM platforms to meet the privileged
access demands of large and more complex organizations, classical PAM capabilities are
outlined below.
Password Management
Although not ideal, many organizations will share passwords and keys to privileged
accounts. To counter this, Password Management controls access to shared accounts and
ideally provides alerts to unauthorised usage of accounts. It is a fundamental tool that usually
includes a Vault to store encrypted keys, passwords, or other relevant secrets.
Session Management
Session Management offers basic auditing and monitoring of privileged activities. Session
Management tools can also offer authentication and Single Sign-On (SSO) to target systems.
Endpoint Privilege Management (EPM)
Managing privileged access to endpoints is important and is often combined with specific
capabilities such as black or whitelisting of applications. In the new era of much increased
working from home we are also seeing privileged access authenticated directly from
endpoints.

Governance,
Risk
& Compliance

Software
Development/
DevOps

IaaS/PaaS
deployment

Cloud
deployment

Vendor Risk
Management

Remote
working

Password
Management
Session
Management
Endpoint
Privilege
Management

Table 1: The three classical PAM capabilities can cover most core business IT use cases.

1.4.2 Desired capabilities in addition to the classical components
As demands develop across the market, the choice for PAM has become wider but also
more fragmented with the result that one solution may not fulfil all requirements. For some
organizations, some modules will be more important than others depending on enterprise
architecture. A good example of a new challenge for PAM vendors has been the rise on
remote working which calls for privileged access from the endpoint. Elsewhere, right across
organizations we have seen further penetration of DevOps, CI/CD, IaaS, and multi cloud
environments which also call for extra capabilities in PAM, but again not all customers will
desire or need all of them.
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The more complex operating environments means that customers can take advantage of the
wide choice of PAM capabilities now available to them across the vendor spectrum. There is
not always a need for a specialized PAM for DevOps, but for a PAM solution that supports
the hybrid reality of your business including DevOps and agile computing – but also any
legacy architecture that is in place.
Step back and rethink your PAM needs before making decisions. It starts with the use cases:
what do you need to protect and where? Which are the capabilities you need? And which
can you really handle – do you have the capacity and need for full session monitoring and
analytics for example?
The optional capabilities to consider are as follows:
Privileged Account Data Lifecycle Management (PADLM)
The usage of privileged accounts must be governed as well as secured. PADLM serves as a
tool to monitor the usage of privilege accounts over time to comply with compliance
regulations as well as internal auditing processes.
Application to Application Password Management (AAPM)
Part of digital transformation is the ongoing communication between machines and
applications to other applications and database servers to get business-related information.
Some will require privileged access but time constraints on processes means it needs to be
seamless and transparent as well as secure.
Controlled Privilege Elevation and Delegation Management (CPEDM)
As the name suggests CPEDM allows users to gain elevation of access rights, traditionally
for administrative purposes and for short periods typically, and with least privilege rights.
However, some vendors are adapting the traditional role of CPEDM to become more task
focused and adaptable to more flexible workloads that modern organizations require.
Remote Privileged Access (RPA)
Since the Covid 19 pandemic, the prevalence of working from home has soared and some
PAM vendors have responded by adding capabilities allowing privileged access directly from
endpoints such as laptops.
Just in Time (JIT)
Implementing JIT within PAM can ensure that identities have only the appropriate privileges,
when necessary, as quickly as possible and for the least time necessary. This process can
be entirely automated so that it is frictionless and invisible to the end user.
Single Sign-On (SSO)
Single sign-on is a user authentication system that permits a user to apply one set of login
credentials (i.e., username and password) to access multiple applications. Therefore, PAM
solutions are increasingly supporting integration with leading SSO vendors to add
convenience to PAM.
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Privileged User Behaviour Analytics (PUBA)
PUBA uses data analytic techniques, some assisted by machine learning tools, to detect
threats based on anomalous behaviour against established and quantified baseline profiles
of administrative groups and users. Any attempted deviation from least privilege would be
red flagged.
Account Discovery
Some vendors offer modules that scan networks and endpoints to discover privileged
accounts in use to enable better security and compliance.

Governance,
Risk
& Compliance

Software
Development/
DevOps

IaaS/PaaS
deployment

Cloud
deployment

Vendor Risk
Management

Remote
working

Privileged
Account Data
Lifecycle
Management
Application to
Application
Password
Management
Controlled
Privilege
Elevation and
Delegation
Management
Remote
Privileged
Access
Just in Time
Access
Single Sign On

Privileged
User
Behaviour
Analytics
Privileged
Access
Governance
Account
discovery

Table 2: Optional PAM capabilities and the business IT use cases they can assist with.
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2 Leadership
Selecting a vendor of a product or service must not only be based on the information
provided in a KuppingerCole Leadership Compass. The Leadership Compass provides a
comparison based on standardized criteria and can help identifying vendors to be further
evaluated. KuppingerCole recommends a comprehensive selection includes a subsequent
detailed analysis and a Proof of Concept or pilot phase, based on the specific criteria of the
customer.
Based on our rating, we created the various Leadership ratings. The Overall Leadership
rating provides a combined view of the ratings for:


Product Leadership



Innovation Leadership



Market Leadership

2.1 Overall Leadership

Figure 3: The Overall Leaders in Privileged Access Management.

When looking at the Leader segment in the Overall Leadership rating we can see that the
number of overall vendors remains high at 26, with a couple of new vendors not seen in the
2020 Leadership Compass: Ekran and Heimdal. How much longer the market will support 26
vendors is an open question and the recent merger of Centrify and Thycotic (OEMd by IBM)
will have ramifications for both those companies and their customers. For the purposes of
this Leadership Compass the newly merged business asked that we consider both product
suites separately, but the final post-merger entity will mean that the current “Big Four” –
CyberArk, BeyondTrust, Thycotic (OEMd by IBM), Centrify will become the “Big Three” and
the newly named Thycotic Centrify will have a responsibility to existing and new customers
to offer a better product from the merger and compete effectively.
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Of course, one of those in the chasing pack can close that gap significantly which currently
includes WALLIX, Hitachi ID, Senhasegura, Broadcom (Symantec), Arcon, Saviynt,
Stealthbits, One Identity, SSH.COM and Micro Focus. Certainly, some of those such as
Senhasegura and Arcon have upped their game significantly in terms of capabilities and
functionality -so little room for complacency among the Leaders.
The Challengers now comprise two distinct groups; the first - closer to the leaders - includes
Manage Engine, Remediant, Xton, Kron Tech and EmpowerID who all offer a good mix of
basic and some advanced PAM capabilities.
Then we see a close packed group of secondary Challengers which includes Sectona, Fudo
Security, Indeed Identity, Ekran, Heimdal Security, Systancia and Devolutions. There are no
Followers in the 2021 Leadership Compass suggesting a maturing of the market and
capabilities with all now offering most basic capabilities but in well-designed packages that
will find homes in organizations looking for simpler tools.

The Overall Leaders are (in alphabetical order):















Arcon
BeyondTrust
Centrify
CyberArk
Hitachi ID
Micro Focus
One Identity
Saviynt
Senhasegura
SSH.COM
Stealthbits
Broadcom (Symantec)
Thycotic (OEMd by IBM)
WALLIX
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2.2 Product Leadership
Product Leadership is the first specific category examined below. This view is mainly based
on the analysis of service features and the overall capabilities of the various services.

THYCOTIC
BROADCOM
ONE IDENTITY
XTON
SECTONA
KRON TECH
MANAGE ENGINE
FUDO SECURITY
EMPOWERID

WALLIX

CYBERARK
BEYONDTRUST
CENTRIFY

HITACHI ID
ARCON
SENHASEGURA
SSH.COM

SAVIYNT
STEALTHBITS
MICRO FOCUS
REMEDIANT

INDEED IDENTITY
EKRAN
DEVOLUTIONS

SYSTANCIA

HEIMDAL SECURITY

Figure 4: The Product Leaders in Privileged Access Management.

As mentioned in Chapter 2, Required Capabilities, the PAM market is still made up of a
heterogenous mix of vendors that offer different capability levels with some of the leading
platforms offering comprehensive levels of functionality through a modular approach while
others offer the three basic capabilities which will still serve PAM to around 90% of most
business IT tasks. However, there are also those vendors that offer basic capabilities but
may well find a place in organizations looking for a specific PAM task in a discrete part of the
IT architecture.
The overall trend remains for the leading PAM providers to add more specialist capabilities,
especially in Analytics or DevOps deployments. One advantage of the modular approach is
that buyers can buy into a vendor and add modular capability as and when scale demands
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extra PAM leverage. While there has been some consolidation (Thycotic (OEMd by IBM) and
Centrify) the product choice remains wide in this sector. The market fluidity allows smaller
players such as SSH.Com and Xton score as Leaders thanks to innovative approaches that
fulfil more than basic capabilities with a lean code approach.
In the top tier of Product Leadership, we find CyberArk, BeyondTrust, Thycotic (OEMd by
IBM) and Centrify but these are now more closely followed by WALLIX and Broadcom
(Symantec) who have both improved product capability. Then we have the rest of the
Leaders; Hitachi ID, Arcon, One Identity, Senhasegura, SSH.COM and Xton.
The Challengers are led by Saviynt, Stealthbits and Micro Focus followed by Sectona, Kron
Tech, Manage Engine, Fudo Security, EmpowerID Remediant and then a group comprising
Indeed Security, Ekran and Devolutions. Finally, the Followers are Systancia and Heimdal
which have limited product capabilities but can still deliver useful PAM functions to
organizations.

The Product Leaders (in alphabetical order) are:













Arcon
BeyondTrust
Centrify
CyberArk
Hitachi ID
One Identity
Senhasegura
SSH.COM
Broadcom (Symantec)
Thycotic (OEMd by IBM)
WALLIX
Xton
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2.3 Innovation Leadership
Next, we examine innovation in the marketplace. Innovation is, from our perspective, a key
capability in all IT market segments. Customers require innovation to meet evolving and even
emerging business requirements. Innovation is not about delivering a constant flow of new
releases. Rather, innovative companies take a customer-oriented upgrade approach,
delivering customer-requested and other cutting-edge features, while maintaining
compatibility with previous versions.

SAVIYNT
STEALTHBITS
XTON

ARCON

SENHASEGURA
SSH.COM

REMEDIANT

CYBERARK
BEYONDTRUST
THYCOTIC
WALLIX
HITACHI ID

CENTRIFY

MANAGE ENGINE

MICRO FOCUS
ONE IDENTITY
KRON TECH
EMPOWERID

BROADCOM

FUDO SECURITY
INDEED IDENTITY
HEIMDAL SECURITY
SECTONA
EKRAN
SYSTANCIA
DEVOLUTIONS

Figure 5: The Innovation Leaders in Privileged Access Management.

Innovation has been relatively strong in the PAM market in the last two years with vendors
large and small adding to capabilities and making use of AI and Machine Learning in certain
areas. We have also seen the entry of so-called lean PAM solutions, cloud-native PAM and
vault-less/password-less solutions designed to shift PAM to a fully JIT model with Zero
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Standing Privileges (ZSP). At the same time, while these technology-forward solutions will
find deployments, there remains plenty more conventional options that have also been
enhanced by vendors in terms of performance and suitability for the widest number of
business IT use cases.
For this reason, we still see the quartet of CyberArk, BeyondTrust, Thycotic (OEMd by IBM)
and Centrify as Innovation Leaders as they strive to stay ahead of the pack and provide
innovation and wide capability scope. CyberArk has also had something of a strategic shift
with a new focus on Identity at the core of its product suite – partly in response, we think, to
the interest of Identity Providers into the PAM market.
Close to the leading quartet we see WALLIX, Hitachi ID, Stealthbits, Arcon, Saviynt,
Senhasegura, SSH.COM, Xton, Remediant and ManageEngine, all of which have either
improved capabilities or already benefit from innovation.
We have some Challengers split into two groups; the first comprises Micro Focus, One
Identity, Broadcom (Symantec) and EmpowerID while the second also includes two
newcomers to the Leadership Compass; Fudo Security, Indeed Identity plus Heimdal
Security, Sectona, Ekran and Systancia. Devolutions remains as the solitary Follower in this
grouping. There is innovation to be found here but it does not yet translate into a level that
can support a wide mix of business IT functions.

The Innovation Leaders are (in alphabetical order):















Arcon
BeyondTrust
Centrify
CyberArk
Hitachi ID
ManageEngine
Remediant
Saviynt
Senhasegura
SSH.COM
Stealthbits
Thycotic (OEMd by IBM)
WALLIX
Xton
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2.4 Market Leadership
Lastly, we analyze Market Leadership. This is an amalgamation of the number of customers,
number of transactions evaluated, ratio between customers and managed identities/devices,
the geographic distribution of customers, the size of deployments and services, the size and
geographic distribution of the partner ecosystem, and financial health of the participating
companies. Market Leadership, from our point of view, requires global reach.

BEYONDTRUST
BROADCOM
MICRO FOCUS
ONE IDENTITY
STEALTHBITS

CYBERARK

CENTRIFY
THYCOTIC
WALLIX
HITACHI ID

SENHASEGURA
SAVIYNT

ARCON
SSH.COM
EMPOWERID
MANAGE ENGINE
REMEDIANT
EKRAN
HEIMDAL SECURITY
KRON TECH

SYSTANCIA
DEVOLUTIONS

INDEED IDENTITY
SECTONA

XTON

FUDO SECURITY

Figure 6: The Market Leaders in Privileged Access Management

There are no real surprises when it comes to Market Leadership with vendors with the
largest customer base and market reach dominating the top right of the Leaders section.
These are CyberArk, BeyondTrust, Centrify, Thycotic (OEMd by IBM), WALLIX, Broadcom
(Symantec), Hitachi ID and Micro Focus. Not all these are the most innovative or feature rich
but they are backed by the financial resources of multinational tech businesses; Hitachi ID,
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Broadcom (Symantec) and Micro Focus come into this category, making them a safe buy
that should benefit from future investment. There is another group of Leaders just below
these which comprise One Identity, Senhasegura, Stealthbits and Saviynt.
After that we have an evenly bunched group of vendors that make up our Challengers.
These are Arcon, SSH.COM, EmpowerID, ManageEngine, Remediant, Ekran, Heimdal
Security, Systancia, Kron Tech, Devolutions, Indeed Identity, Sectona, Xton and Fudo
Security. There are no Followers.
The Market Leaders are (in alphabetical order):













BeyondTrust
Centrify
CyberArk
Hitachi ID
Micro Focus
One Identity
Saviynt
Senhasegura
Stealthbits
Broadcom (Symantec)
Thycotic (OEMd by IBM)
WALLIX
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3 Correlated View
While the Leadership charts identify leading vendors in certain categories, many customers
are looking not only for a product leader, but for a vendor that is delivering a solution that is
both feature-rich and continuously improved, which would be indicated by a strong position in
both the Product Leadership ranking and the Innovation Leadership ranking. Therefore, we
provide the following analysis that correlates various Leadership categories and delivers an
additional level of information and insight.
The first of these correlated views contrasts Product Leadership and Market Leadership.
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3.1

The Market/Product Matrix

CYBERARK
BEYONDTRUST
SYMANTEC

CENTRIFY
THYCOTIC
WALLIX
HITACHI ID SYSTEMS

MICRO FOCUS
ONE IDENTITY
STEALTHBITS

HEIMDAL SECURITY

ARCON

EMPOWERID
REMEDIANT
EKRAN

MANAGE ENGINE

SYSTANCIA
DEVOLUTIONS

SENHASEGURA
SAVIYNT

SSH.COM

KRON TECH
INDEED IDENTITY
SECTONA

XTON

FUDO SECURITY

Figure 7: The Market/Product Matrix for Privileged Access Management.

Vendors below the line have a weaker market position than expected according to their
product maturity. Vendors above the line are sort of “overperformers” when comparing
Market Leadership and Product Leadership.
All the vendors below the line are underperforming in terms of market share. However, we
believe that each has a chance for significant growth.
The Market Champions here are CyberArk, BeyondTrust, Broadcom (Symantec), Centrify,
Thycotic (OEMd by IBM), Hitachi ID, WALLIX, Senhasegura and One Identity. They are
closely followed by the trio of MicroFocus, Stealthbits and Saviynt. All can offer a good range
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of capabilities along with market solidity making them a safe investment bet for many
organizations.
The next group of vendors; EmpowerID, Ekran, Heimdal Security, Systancia - all offer more
limited sets of capabilities but represent a good choice for certain organizations and IT
environments. Finally, the group that consists of Arcon, SSH.COM., ManageEngine, Kron,
Indeed Identity, Sectona, Xton and Fudo Security also have some great capabilities which
we feel could benefit from more effective marketing to compete better (Xton may benefit from
its recent acquisition in this area).
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3.2 The Product/Innovation Matrix
This view shows how Product Leadership and Innovation Leadership are correlated. It is not
surprising that there is a pretty good correlation between the two views with a few
exceptions. The distribution and correlation are tightly constrained to the line, with a
significant number of established vendors plus some smaller vendors.

BEYONDTRUST
THYCOTIC
SYMANTEC

CYBERARK
CENTRIFY

WALLIX

HITACHI ID SYSTEMS
ARCON
SENHASEGURA
SSH.COM

ONE IDENTITY
XTON
SECTONA
KRON TECH
MANAGE ENGINE

SAVIYNT

MICRO FOCUS

FUDO SECURITY
EMPOWERID

STEALTHBITS

REMEDIANT

INDEED IDENTITY
EKRAN
DEVOLUTIONS

SYSTANCIA

HEIMDAL SECURITY

Figure 8: The Product/Innovation Matrix for Privileged Access Management.

Innovation is important in this market given its core role in reducing the risk involved in
matching identities to tasks. The Leaders are no real surprises here and include CyberArk,
BeyondTrust, Thycotic (OEMd by IBM), Centrify, WALLIX, Hitachi ID but also some smaller
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but innovative players such as Arcon, Senhasegura, SSH.Com and Xton – who are driving
innovation through more nimble product architectures.
Broadcom (Symantec) and One Identity are found in the top centre box with strong product
offerings but not quite among the leaders. In the center box we see a cluster of vendors
close to the line; Kron, Micro Focus, EmpowerID, Indeed identity and Ekram. With only a
couple of outliers we see that most vendors are performing well in terms of product and
innovation, and size is no impediment to innovation or specialization.
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3.3 The Innovation/Market Matrix
The third matrix shows how Innovation Leadership and Market Leadership are related. Some
vendors might perform well in the market without being Innovation Leaders. This might
impose a risk for their future position in the market, depending on how they improve their
Innovation Leadership position. On the other hand, vendors who are highly innovative have a
good chance for improving their market position. However, there is always a possibility that
they might also fail, especially in the case of smaller vendors.

CENTRIFY
WALLIX

BROADCOM
MICRO FOCUS
ONE IDENTITY

EMPOWERID
MANAGE ENGINE
EKRAN

DEVOLUTIONS

THYCOTIC

HITACHI ID
SENHASEGURA
STEALTHBITS

SYSTANCIA

CYBERARK
BEYONDTRUST

SAVIYNT

ARCON
REMEDIANT
SSH.COM

HEIMDAL SECURITY
KRON TECH
INDEED IDENTITY

SECTONA

XTON

FUDO SECURITY

Figure 9: The Innovation/Matrix for Privileged Access Management.

Vendors above the line are performing well in the market as well as showing Innovation
Leadership; while vendors below the line show an ability to innovate though having less
market share, and thus the biggest potential for improving their market position.
In the final matrix we see the Big Ones as CyberArk, BeyondTrust, Centrify, Thycotic (OEMd
by IBM), WALLIX, Hitachi ID, Senhasegura, Stealthbits and Saviynt who are benefitting from
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established or greatly improved market positions which impacts on their capabilities and
innovation strengths. In the top centre box we find Broadcom (Symantec), Micro Focus and
One Identity who are slightly under performing in innovation relative to their strong market
position.
In the centre right box, we see Arcon, Remediant, SSH.COM and Xton who we believe have
enough innovation in their products to fuel further growth. The middle of the matrix is taken
up by a cluster of vendors who include EmpowerID, ManageEngine, Ekran, Heimdal
Security, Kron Systancia, Sectona and Fudo Security representing a midrange performance
of innovation relative to market strength.
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4 Products and Vendors at a Glance
This section provides an overview of the various products we have analyzed within this
KuppingerCole Leadership Compass on PAM. Aside from the rating overview, we provide
additional comparisons that put Product Leadership, Innovation Leadership, and Market
Leadership in relation to each other. These allow identifying, for instance, highly innovative
but specialized vendors or local players that provide strong product features but do not have
a global presence and large customer base yet.
Based on our evaluation, a comparative overview of the ratings of all the products covered in
this document is shown in Table 3.
Product

Security

Functionality

Deployment

Interoperability

Usability

ARCON

strong positive

positive

positive

positive

strong positive

BEYONDTRUST

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

CENTRIFY

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

CYBERARK

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

DEVOLUTIONS

positive

neutral

neutral

weak

weak

EKRAN

positive

neutral

neutral

neutral

weak

EMPOWERID

positive

neutral

neutral

neutral

positive

FUDO SECURITY

positive

neutral

positive

neutral

positive

HEIMDAL SECURITY

neutral

weak

neutral

weak

positive

HITACHI ID SYSTEMS

strong positive

positive

strong positive

positive

strong positive

INDEED IDENTITY

positive

neutral

weak

neutral

neutral

KRON TECH

positive

positive

positive

positive

positive

MANAGE ENGINE

positive

positive

neutral

positive

strong positive

MICRO FOCUS

strong positive

strong positive

neutral

strong positive

positive

ONE IDENTITY

strong positive

positive

positive

positive

strong positive

REMEDIANT

positive

neutral

positive

positive

strong positive

SAVIYNT

strong positive

positive

positive

positive

positive

SECTONA

strong positive

positive

positive

positive

positive

SENHASEGURA

strong positive

positive

positive

positive

positive

SSH.COM

strong positive

strong positive

positive

positive

strong positive

STEALTHBITS

strong positive

positive

positive

positive

positive

BROADCOM (SYMANTEC)

strong positive

strong positive

positive

strong positive

positive

SYSTANCIA

strong positive

neutral

neutral

neutral

positive

THYCOTIC (OEMd BY IBM)

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive
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WALLIX

strong positive

strong positive

positive

positive

strong positive

XTON

strong positive

positive

positive

positive

positive

Table 3: Comparative overview of the ratings for the product capabilities.

In addition, we provide in Table 4 an overview which also contains four additional ratings for
the vendor, going beyond the product view provided in the previous section. While the rating
for Financial Strength applies to the vendor, the other ratings apply to the product.

Vendor

Innovativeness

Market Position

Financial Strength

Ecosystem

ARCON

strong positive

neutral

neutral

strong positive

BEYONDTRUST

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

CENTRIFY

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

CYBERARK

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

DEVOLUTIONS

critical

neutral

neutral

neutral

EKRAN

weak

neutral

neutral

positive

EMPOWERID

neutral

positive

positive

positive

FUDO SECURITY

weak

neutral

weak

weak

HEIMDAL SECURITY

weak

neutral

positive

neutral

HITACHI ID
SYSTEMS

positive

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

INDEED IDENTITY

weak

neutral

strong positive

weak

KRON TECH

neutral

neutral

neutral

neutral

MANAGE ENGINE

positive

positive

positive

neutral

MICRO FOCUS

neutral

strong positive

strong positive

positive

ONE IDENTITY

neutral

positive

positive

strong positive

REMEDIANT

positive

neutral

neutral

positive

SAVIYNT

strong positive

positive

positive

positive

SECTONA

strong positive

neutral

neutral

neutral

SENHASEGURA

strong positive

positive

positive

strong positive

SSH.COM

positive

positive

positive

neutral

STEALTHBITS

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

neutral

BROADCOM
(SYMANTEC)

positive

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

SYSTANCIA

neutral

positive

neutral

neutral
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THYCOTIC (OEMd
BY IBM)

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

WALLIX

positive

strong positive

strong positive

strong positive

XTON

positive

neutral

neutral

neutral

Table 4: Comparative overview of the ratings for vendors
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5 Product/Vendor evaluation
This section contains a quick rating for every product/service we’ve included in this
KuppingerCole Leadership Compass document. For many of the products there are
additional KuppingerCole Product Reports and Executive Views available, providing more
detailed information.
Spider graphs
In addition to the ratings for our standard categories such as Product Leadership and
Innovation Leadership, we add a spider chart for every vendor we rate, looking at specific
capabilities for the market segment researched in the respective Leadership Compass. For
the LC PAM, we look at the following eight categories:









Endpoint Privilege Management
High Availability
Dashboard Tools
Analytics & Reporting
Account Discovery
Machine Access
Just in Time Access
Architecture
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5.1 IBM Security Verify Privilege Vault and Thycotic Secret Server
(OEMed by IBM)
IBM Security Verify Privilege Vault is powered by Thycotic Secret Server. This partnership
combines Thycotic’s proven technology with the legacy, support, service and integrations of
IBM Security. IBM Security offers Identity and Access solutions across four pillars: Consumer
Identity and Access Management (CIAM), Access Management, Identity Governance and
Administration (IGA) and PAM. All are compatible with IBM Verify Adaptive Authentication for
digital identities. It also offers consulting services across all four pillars to help plan and
manage IAM in the workplace. Since the merger between Thycotic and Centrify, IBM is now
integrating Centrify Server Suite as the key component of IBM Security Verify Privilege Server Suite.
Thycotic (OEMd by IBM) Secret Server is known for its comprehensive features, ease of
deployment and configuration that can reduce product deployment and upgrade cycles
substantially. The Thycotic partnership with IBM has accelerated Thycotic’s global market
expansion through IBM’s large customer base.
Based in Washington D.C. (US), Thycotic (OEMd by IBM) offers Secret Server as its primary
Password Management product and Privilege Manager for Endpoint Privilege Management.
The company’s product portfolio is known for its comprehensiveness, ease of deployment
and configuration. The company recently merged with Centrify but for now the products
continue to be sold and supported separately.
Thycotic (OEMd by IBM)’s portfolio consists of five key modules: Secret Server, Privilege
Manager (for workstations and servers), Account Lifecyle Manager, DevOps Secrets Vault
plus the Connection Manager to manage remote connections. Secret Server and Privilege
Manager are supported by Privileged Behavior Analytics. That is a lot of products in a market
that is drifting towards platform consolidation; one of the challenges for Thycotic (OEMd by
IBM) post-merger will be how to combine these with Centrify’s platform.
Privilege Manager is Thycotic (OEMd by IBM)’s agent based EPM solution for Windows,
Mac, and Linux endpoints that supports extensive EPM capabilities including application
control and privilege elevation (available on-premises or as a SaaS-hosted solution in
Azure). The Thycotic (OEMd by IBM) Privilege Behavior Analytics solution monitors user
activities across Secret Server deployments and can alert upon detection of anomalies
based on an alert threshold.
Thycotic (OEMd by IBM) offers some key developments since our last Leadership Compass
outing. A new Session Connector provides support for jump hosts and moves session
recording away from client endpoint or the target server. A new integration between Secret
Server and DevOps Secrets Vault allows usage of the CI/CD pipeline integrations present in
DevOps Secrets Vault while using credential management and password rotation in Secret
Server. Thycotic (OEMd by IBM) also joins the ranks of PAM providers to support iOS and
Android devices with Secret Server Mobile. DevOps Secrets Vault can now be integrated
with SIEM platforms.
Thycotic (OEMd by IBM) Privilege Manager benefits from several UI improvements for policy
management and the introduction of a new Wizard tool – we would like to see more vendors
introduce such ease-of-use enhancements. The Connection Manager can now open
multiple connections at once, bulk edit capabilities for local connections and customize
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themes for SSH sessions. There is also an Auto Reconnect to Secret Server after loss of
connectivity.
Thycotic (OEMd by IBM) has committed to frequent product updates including for DevOps
Secrets Vault, and the Account Lifecycle Manager. Thycotic (OEMd by IBM) is on the right
lines by saying that PAM for DevOps is more about secrets management and development
cycles, than just issuing passwords in the traditional sense. To that end, credentials will get
embedded into microservices, not a vault, in Thycotic (OEMd by IBM)’s approach. We expect
to see a very different presentation of Thycotic (OEMd by IBM) technologies in 2022.
Strengths

Challenges

● Solid and well-known brand

● Merger with Centrify may

●

●

●

●

●

that has mixed product
choice with enhanced
capabilities
Ongoing product
development and frequent
updates show commitment
Thycotic (OEMd by IBM)
understands that PAM for
DevOps needs to take
account of coding
environments
Good new user interface
leverages current UX trends
for ease of use; Wizards
tools now added
Strong endpoint
management capabilities for
complex digital
environments
Supports most advanced
capabilities

lead to period of uncertainty
and loss of momentum in
the market
● We would like to see
simplification of product
choices although merger
will undoubtedly affect how
this plays out
● May need to convince
larger organizations of the
need to replace legacy
PAM

Table 5: Thycotic (OEMd by IBM)’s major strengths and challenges.

Security

Strong positive

Functionality

Strong positive

Deployment

Strong positive

Interoperability

Strong positive

Usability

Strong positive

Table 6: Thycotic (OEMd by IBM)’s rating.
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THYCOTIC
ENDPOINT PRIVILEGE
MANAGEMENT

ARCHITECTURE

HIGH AVAILABILITY

JUST IN TIME ACCESS

DASHBOARD TOOLS

ANALYTICS &
REPORTING

MACHINE ACCESS

ACCOUNT DISCOVERY
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6 Vendors to Watch
6.1 Deep Identity
Based in Singapore, Deep Identity is a regional provider of Identity Management software,
offering Deep PIM as its primary PAM product which is essentially built as software plug-ins
over Deep Identity Manager and comes with Privileged Access Server (PAS) acting as a
gateway to establish and manage access to the target systems. While Deep IM extends
account provisioning and access request approval workflows to privileged access, Deep PIM
lacks several basic PAM features that include privileged accounts discovery, shared account
password management (SAPM) and controlled privilege elevation and delegation
management (CPEDM).
Though PIM gateway provides support for privileged RDP connections to Windows servers
and offers session logging and recording with text-based search and review capabilities, it
lacks support for management of privileged accounts and activities in cloud applications and
platforms.
With some good local presence in Asia, particularly Southeast Asia (SEA), Deep PIM is a
good addition to existing Deep Identity Manager deployments to onboard additional
privileged session management features.
Why worth watching: It appeals to organizations with basic PSM needs along with the
requirements of regional delivery and integration support.

6.2 HashiCorp
San Francisco (US) based HashiCorp is a provider of application development and delivery
management software for datacentres. Built on an open-source foundation, HashiCorp offers
a secure password vault that integrates with its application development and delivery
management modules to offer a tightly integrated DevOps platform.
The vault is offered in three variants for individuals, teams and enterprises depending on the
complexity of development and deployment processes involved. While the basic password
vaulting features such as encryption, secure storage, keys rotation, vault agent, access
control policies and credential checkout workflows are included in all the three vault variants,
MFA, governance and features necessary to support multi-datacentres environments such
as disaster recovery and replication are only available as part of team and enterprise
versions.
While, not a complete PAM platform, HashiCorp offers password vaulting and secure
application to application password management capabilities to support enterprise DevOps
initiatives.
Why worth watching: While several other PAM vendors are now offering similar capabilities
to suit DevOps, HashiCorp offers a good start for organizations looking to onboard PAM
within application development and deployment processes.
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6.3 Identity Automation
Houston (US) based Identity Automation is an IAM solution provider that offers RapidIdentity
Privileged Access Management as its PAM product in the market. System integrator turned
identity software provider; Identity Automation offers a broad range of IAM technologies with
privileged access management being one of the latest additions to its RapidIdentity portfolio.
RapidIdentity offers a baseline PAM feature-set with shared account password management,
application to application password management and basic auditing and logging of privileged
activities. Support for SSH keys is included.
Using automated workflows for privilege escalation, RapidIdentity PAM supports in-built MFA
for privileged access but lacks controlled privilege elevation, session management and
endpoint privilege management capabilities. The acquisition of Healthcast, a provider of
access management solution targeted at healthcare industry brings Identity Automation the
required connectors for specialized healthcare systems along with the domain expertise.
Why worth watching: RapidIdentity PAM appeals to organizations, particularly in the
healthcare industry, with a need for an integrated PAM solution that offers password
management, MFA and basic auditing.

6.4 IRaje
India based IRaje offers Privileged Identity Manager (PIM) as a complete PAM solution with
a compelling feature set and the flexibility to customize according to business requirements.
Offering an agentless approach to PAM, Iraje supports a wide range of target systems and is
available in software as well as virtual and hardware appliance formats.
Iraje offers a native database client, schema extender and database monitoring module in
conjunction to its PIM product targeted at securing privileged database operations. There are
additional modules available for 2FA and SSO but lacks endpoint privilege management and
advanced AAPM capabilities such as application or process fingerprinting.
Why worth watching: Iraje’s PIM is targeted at SMBs in Asia and should appeal to
customers that require the flexibility to customize PAM for a deeper auditing and monitoring
of database operations across a distributed IT environment.

6.5 NRI Secure Technologies
Japan based NRI Secure Technologies offers SecureCube Access Check primarily providing
Privileged Session Management (PSM) capabilities. Operating in a gateway-based
approach, SecureCube Access Check extends BeyondTrust Powerbroker Password Safe for
password management. NTT Software Corporation builds its iDoperation PAM solution
based on Access Check to offer session recording, monitoring and review capabilities.
Supporting approval request workflows with role-based access control policies, Access
Check offers a distinct approach aimed at access control of privileged users. Access Check
lacks Application to Application Password Management (AAPM) capabilities but supports
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command filtering and detailed session monitoring and alerting capabilities. SecureCube
Access Check also provides access control and monitoring of file transfers and database
sessions to Oracle RDBMS.
Why worth watching: With majority of its customers in Japan, SecureCube Access Check
makes a good fit for East Asian organizations looking for regional integration support and
detailed privileged session auditing and monitoring capabilities.

6.6 ObserveIT
ObserveIT provides a comprehensive agent based Session Management platform that is
deployable and scalable across a variety of IT systems. ObserveIT is one of a few
specialized vendors that originated in Session Recording and Monitoring (SRM) and
extended it to include other PSM features. It offers detailed user behaviour analysis and live
session response features,
In addition to monitoring and recording of both CLI and GUI type sessions in visual formats
that allows creation of detailed user activity log from the recorded data, ObserveIT offers
advanced user behaviour analytics that detects and alerts anomalous user behaviour.
Observe IT also offers live session response that allows for interruption of sessions at
runtime based on information fed from user behaviour analytics or through external products
such as SIEM (Security Information and Event Management) tools.
With visual endpoint recording, ObserveIT can capture sessions across a variety of systems,
supporting all major protocols such as RDP (Remote Desktop Protocol) including the Citrix
variants, SSH, Telnet and direct logins to application consoles.
Why worth watching: An agent-based approach allows for detailed logging and therefore a
more meaningful and efficient activity search in contrast to other similar solutions that are
primarily proxy or gateway-based.

6.7 Venafi
US based Venafi offers TrustAuthority, a machine identity protection platform that also offers
extensive SSH key management for securing privileged access gained through SSH keys
across organizations of all sizes and verticals. SSH keys are used for privileged operations in
a Unix environment and pose significant threats to security as most organizations don't have
a policy pertaining to management and rotation of SSH keys. Venafi TrustAuthority offers
continuous discovery, inventory and monitoring of SSH keys across the IT infrastructure and
enables automated key rotation.
Venafi TrustAuthority delivers centralized SSH key management and provides enterprisewide visibility into SSH key inventories and SSH trust relationships. Venafi also offers
automation of SSH key lifecycle from key provisioning to decommissioning, thereby securing
and controlling all SSH keys to minimize the risk of unauthorized access to critical systems.
Venafi isn’t categorized as a pure-play PAM vendor by KuppingerCole as it doesn’t provide
basic common features required to be qualified as a PAM vendor. While several vendors
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offer SSH key management support as part of their SAPM, Venafi provides one of the most
advanced SSH key management platforms in the market.
Why worth watching: Venafi appeals to organizations that have a critical security
requirement to gain visibility and control over unmanaged SSH keys and other credentials
used for privileged access.
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8 Methodology
8.1 About KuppingerCole's Leadership Compass
KuppingerCole Leadership Compass is a tool which provides an overview of a particular IT
market segment and identifies the leaders within that market segment. It is the compass
which assists you in identifying the vendors and products/services in that market which you
should consider for product decisions. It should be noted that it is inadequate to pick vendors
based only on the information provided within this report.
Customers must always define their specific requirements and analyze in greater detail what
they need. This report doesn’t provide any recommendations for picking a vendor for a
specific customer scenario. This can be done only based on a more thorough and
comprehensive analysis of customer requirements and a more detailed mapping of these
requirements to product features, i.e. a complete assessment.

8.2 Types of Leadership
We look at four types of leaders:








Product Leaders: Product Leaders identify the leading-edge products in the
particular market. These products deliver most of the capabilities we expect from
products in that market segment. They are mature.
Market Leaders: Market Leaders are vendors which have a large, global customer
base and a strong partner network to support their customers. A lack in global
presence or breadth of partners can prevent a vendor from becoming a Market
Leader.
Innovation Leaders: Innovation Leaders are those vendors which are driving
innovation in the market segment. They provide several of the most innovative and
upcoming features we hope to see in the market segment.
Overall Leaders: Overall Leaders are identified based on a combined rating, looking
at the strength of products, the market presence, and the innovation of vendors.
Overall Leaders might have slight weaknesses in some areas, but they become
Overall Leaders by being above average in all areas.

For every area, we distinguish between three levels of products:





Leaders: This identifies the Leaders as defined above. Leaders are products which
are exceptionally strong in certain areas.
Challengers: This level identifies products which are not yet Leaders but have
specific strengths which might make them Leaders. Typically, these products are also
mature and might be leading-edge when looking at specific use cases and customer
requirements.
Followers: This group contains vendors whose products lag in some areas, such as
having a limited feature set or only a regional presence. The best of these products
might have specific strengths, making them a good or even best choice for specific
use cases and customer requirements but are of limited value in other situations.
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Our rating is based on a broad range of input and long experience in that market segment.
Input consists of experience from KuppingerCole advisory projects, feedback from customers
using the products, product documentation, and a questionnaire sent out before creating the
KuppingerCole Leadership Compass, and other sources.

8.3 Product Rating
KuppingerCole Analysts AG as an analyst company regularly evaluates products/services
and vendors. The results are, among other types of publications and services, published in
the KuppingerCole Leadership Compass Reports, KuppingerCole Executive Views,
KuppingerCole Product Reports, and KuppingerCole Vendor Reports. KuppingerCole uses a
standardized rating to provide a quick overview on our perception of the products or vendors.
Providing a quick overview of the KuppingerCole rating of products requires an approach
combining clarity, accuracy, and completeness of information at a glance.
KuppingerCole uses the following categories to rate products:






Security
Functionality
Deployment
Interoperability
Usability

Security is a measure of the degree of security within the product / service. This is a key
requirement and evidence of a well-defined approach to internal security as well as
capabilities to enable its secure use by the customer are key factors we look for. The rating
includes our assessment of security vulnerabilities and the way the vendor deals with them.
Functionality is a measure of three factors: what the vendor promises to deliver, the state of
the art and what KuppingerCole expects vendors to deliver to meet customer requirements.
To score well there must be evidence that the product / service delivers on all of these.
Deployment is measured by how easy or difficult it is to deploy and operate the product or
service. This considers the degree in which the vendor has integrated the relevant individual
technologies or products. It also looks at what is needed to deploy, operate, manage, and
discontinue the product / service.
Interoperability refers to the ability of the product / service to work with other vendors’
products, standards, or technologies. It considers the extent to which the product / service
supports industry standards as well as widely deployed technologies. We also expect the
product to support programmatic access through a well-documented and secure set of APIs.
Usability is a measure of how easy the product / service is to use and to administer. We look
for user interfaces that are logically and intuitive as well as a high degree of consistency
across user interfaces across the different products / services from the vendor.
We focus on security, functionality, ease of delivery, interoperability, and usability for the
following key reasons:


Increased People Participation: Human participation in systems at any level is the
highest area of cost and the highest potential for failure of IT projects.
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Lack of excellence in Security, Functionality, Ease of Delivery, Interoperability, and
Usability results in the need for increased human participation in the deployment and
maintenance of IT services.
Increased need for manual intervention and lack of Security, Functionality, Ease of
Delivery, Interoperability, and Usability not only significantly increase costs, but
inevitably lead to mistakes that can create opportunities for attack to succeed and
services to fail.

KuppingerCole’s evaluation of products / services from a given vendor considers the degree
of product Security, Functionality, Ease of Delivery, Interoperability, and Usability which to be
of the highest importance. This is because lack of excellence in any of these areas can result
in weak, costly and ineffective IT infrastructure.

8.4 Vendor Rating
We also rate vendors on the following characteristics





Innovativeness
Market position
Financial strength
Ecosystem

Innovativeness is measured as the capability to add technical capabilities in a direction
which aligns with KuppingerCole’s understanding of the market segment(s). Innovation has
no value by itself but needs to provide clear benefits to the customer. However, being
innovative is an important factor for trust in vendors, because innovative vendors are more
likely to remain leading-edge. Vendors must support technical standardization initiatives.
Driving innovation without standardization frequently leads to lock-in scenarios. Thus, active
participation in standardization initiatives adds to the positive rating of innovativeness.
Market position measures the position the vendor has in the market or the relevant market
segments. This is an average rating over all markets in which a vendor is active. Therefore,
being weak in one segment doesn’t lead to a very low overall rating. This factor considers the
vendor’s presence in major markets.
Financial strength even while KuppingerCole doesn’t consider size to be a value by itself,
financial strength is an important factor for customers when making decisions. In general,
publicly available financial information is an important factor therein. Companies which are
venture-financed are in general more likely to either fold or become an acquisition target,
which present risks to customers considering implementing their products.
Ecosystem is a measure of the support network vendors have in terms of resellers, system
integrators, and knowledgeable consultants. It focuses mainly on the partner base of a
vendor and the approach the vendor takes to act as a “good citizen” in heterogeneous IT
environments.
Again, please note that in KuppingerCole Leadership Compass documents, most of these
ratings apply to the specific product and market segment covered in the analysis, not to the
overall rating of the vendor.
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8.5

Rating Scale for Products and Vendors

For vendors and product feature areas, we use a separate rating with five different levels,
beyond the Leadership rating in the various categories. These levels are
Strong positive
Outstanding support for the subject area, e.g. product functionality, or outstanding position of
the company for financial stability.
Positive
Strong support for a feature area or strong position of the company, but with some minor
gaps or shortcomings. Using Security as an example, this can indicate some gaps in finegrained access controls of administrative entitlements. For market reach, it can indicate the
global reach of a partner network, but a rather small number of partners.
Neutral
Acceptable support for feature areas or acceptable position of the company, but with several
requirements we set for these areas not being met. Using functionality as an example, this
can indicate that some of the major feature areas we are looking for aren’t met, while others
are well served. For Market Position, it could indicate a regional-only presence.
Weak
Below-average capabilities in the product ratings or significant challenges in the company
ratings, such as very small partner ecosystem.
Critical
Major weaknesses in various areas. This rating most commonly applies to company ratings
for market position or financial strength, indicating that vendors are very small and have a
very low number of customers.

8.6 Inclusion and Exclusion of Vendors
KuppingerCole tries to include all vendors within a specific market segment in their
Leadership Compass documents. The scope of the document is global coverage, including
vendors which are only active in regional markets such as Germany, Russia, or the US.
However, there might be vendors who don’t appear in a Leadership Compass document due
to various reasons:






Limited market visibility: There might be vendors and products which are not on our
radar yet, despite our continuous market research and work with advisory customers.
This usually is a clear indicator of a lack in Market Leadership.
Declined to participate: Vendors might decide to not participate in our evaluation
and refuse to become part of the Leadership Compass document. KuppingerCole
tends to include their products anyway if sufficient information for evaluation is
available, thus providing a comprehensive overview of leaders in the market
segment.
Lack of information supply: Products of vendors which don’t provide the
information we have requested for the Leadership Compass document will not appear
in the document unless we have access to sufficient information from other sources.
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Borderline classification: Some products might have only small overlap with the
market segment we are analyzing. In these cases, we might decide not to include the
product in that KuppingerCole Leadership Compass.

The target is providing a comprehensive view of the products in a market segment.
KuppingerCole will provide regular updates on their Leadership Compass documents.
We provide a quick overview about vendors not covered and their offerings in chapter
Vendors and Market Segments to watch. In that chapter, we also look at some other
interesting offerings around the market and in related market segments.
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Copyright
©2022 KuppingerCole Analysts AG all rights reserved. Reproduction and distribution of this
publication in any form is forbidden unless prior written permission. All conclusions,
recommendations and predictions in this document represent KuppingerCole´s initial view.
Through gathering more information and performing deep analysis, positions presented in
this document will be subject to refinements or even major changes. KuppingerCole disclaim
all warranties as to the completeness, accuracy and/or adequacy of this information. Even if
KuppingerCole research documents may discuss legal issues related to information security
and technology, KuppingerCole do not provide any legal services or advice and its
publications shall not be used as such. KuppingerCole shall have no liability for errors or
inadequacies in the information contained in this document. Any opinion expressed may be
subject to change without notice. All product and company names are trademarks or
registered® trademarks of their respective holders. Use of them does not imply any affiliation
with or endorsement by them.
KuppingerCole Analysts support IT professionals with outstanding expertise in defining IT
strategies and in relevant decision-making processes. As a leading analyst company,
KuppingerCole provides first-hand vendor-neutral information. Our services allow you to feel
comfortable and secure in taking decisions essential to your business.
KuppingerCole, founded in 2004, is a global, independent analyst organization
headquartered in Europe. We specialize in providing vendor-neutral advice, expertise,
thought leadership, and practical relevance in Cybersecurity, Digital Identity & IAM (Identity
and Access Management), Cloud Risk and Security, and Artificial Intelligence, as well as for
all technologies fostering Digital Transformation. We support companies, corporate users,
integrators and software manufacturers in meeting both tactical and strategic challenges and
make better decisions for the success of their business. Maintaining a balance between
immediate implementation and long-term viability is at the heart of our philosophy.
For further information, please contact clients@kuppingercole.com.
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